PRIVACY STATEMENT GreenICT Websites

General
GreenICT respects the privacy of all the users of her websites (hereinafter: “the site”) and takes care all your personal data will be treated confidentially. When you visit our site, information will be collected to be able to provide you optimum service. In this Privacy Statement we will explain exactly which data will be processed, what will be done with your data and which rights you have got.

Which data is processed by GreenICT?
The data, which will be processed by GreenICT, can be divided into two categories. On the one hand data, which you filled in at one of the GUI (Graphical User Interface) screens of the GreenICT website. These data concern your identity (as name, address, email etc), as well as data related to the questions and/or remarks put by you. On the other hand the so-called traffic data of the visitors of the GreenICT website. For instance the IP address of your computer can be registered. We can also take a look at your surf behaviour at the GreenICT website.

What does GreenICT do with your data?
The aim of processing these data is:
- To process your question and keep you informed of the development of GreenICT and related services;
- To improve the user friendliness of the GreenICT website;
- To ask you the share your experiences with GreenICT, in order to provide you with a better service;
- The ability to offer you (personalised) offers and actions or to provide you relevant information or news bulletins. The personal data will only be used for above-mentioned purposes.

Links
The site of GreenICT can contain advertisements of third parties or links to other sites. GreenICT can not exert any influence on the privacy policy of these third parties or their sites and therefore GreenICT is not responsible for them or their sites.

Security
If data will be stored, it will be stored at the systems of GreenICT. For this GreenICT uses a security level which fits the kind of data to be protected.

Your rights
You can always ask GreenICT which data, concerning you, will be processed. For this, please send us an email. GreenICT also likes to hear your questions and/or remarks regarding improvements, replenishments or other corrections. GreenICT will process these as soon as possible. If you’re no longer interested in receiving information, offers or evaluations, you can inform GreenICT by email. Sending our newsletter, if available, will only happen if you ask for this. You can find the contact information concerned, including email address and links, below.

Information about the privacy policy of GreenICT
For all other questions regarding the privacy policy of GreenICT, you can send an email to privacy@greenict.org or send a letter, referring to Privacy Statement, to:

GreenICT foundation
Aldenhof 6711
6537 DB Nijmegen
The Netherlands

If you have got other questions, please use our page: Greenict.org – contact – contact information.
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